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MICROLOCAL DIRECT IMAGES OF SIMPLE SHEAVES
WITH APPLICATIONS TO SYSTEMS WITH
SIMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
BY

ANDREA D'AGNOLO and GIUSEPPE ZAMPIERI

RESUME. — Dans ce papier, nous etablissons un resultat d'hypoellipticite dans
Ie cadre des problemes aux limites microlocaux (a comparer aux resultats analogues
de [SKK], [KS2]). Plus precisement, soit M. un systeme d'equations microdifferentielles
a caracteristiques simples sur une variete complexe X, et soit A^ (% == 1,2) un couple
de sous-varieties Lagrangiennes reelles de T*X. On note C^ les complexes des microfonctions associes. Si Ie couple (Ai,A2) est «positif)), nous prouvons Pinjectivite du
morphisme naturel de « restriction »
Sxt^(M^) -^Sxt^(M,CA,)
entre les faisceaux de solutions, ou j est Ie premier degre de cohomologie eventuellement
non nul.
ABSTRACT. — In this paper we state a hypoellipticity result in the framework of
microlocal boundary value problems (which has to be compared with the analogous
results of [SKK], [KS2] at the interior). More precisely, let M. be a system of
microdifferential equations with simple characteristics on a complex manifold X, and
let Ai (i = 1, 2) be a pair of real Lagrangian submanifolds of T* X. Denote by C^ the
associated complexes of microfunctions. If the pair (Ai,A2) is «positive)), we prove
the injectivity of the natural « restriction)) morphism
£xt^(M,CA^ -^£xt^(M,C^)
between solution sheaves, where j is the first possibly non-vanishing degree of the
cohomology.
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Introduction

Let M be a real analytic manifold, let X be a complexification
of M, and let M. be a system of microdifferential equations with simple
characteristics along a germ of smooth regular involutive submanifold V
of the cotangent bundle T*X to X.
A classical result of SATO, KAWAI and KASHIWARA [SKK] asserts that
the complex W~Loms^{M.,CM) of microfunction solutions to M. has
vanishing cohomology in degree smaller than s~(M^ V), where s~(M, V)
denotes the number of negative eigenvalues of the generalized Levi form
of V with respect to T^X.
The aim of this paper is to prove a similar result « up to the boundary ».
More precisely, let f2 C M be an open subset with real analytic boundary S, and consider the complex C^ of microfunctions at the boundary introduced by SCHAPIRA [S2] as a framework for the study of boundary value
problems. Under some cleanness hypotheses, we get in this paper vaTOME 123 — 1995 — N° 4
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nishing for the cohomology of the complex R7^om^(.M,C^) in degree
smaller then 5~(M, V): this is a criterion of hypoellipticity for microlocal
boundary value problems. Moreover, we give geometrical conditions that
ensure the vanishing of the whole complex of solutions IWom^;^ (A^, C^).
Our method of proof is similar to that of KASHIWARA and SCHAPIRA
[KS2] where, assuming the intersection VHT^X is clean and regular, they
recover the above mentioned results of [S-K-K], and obtain new vanishing
theorems. Let us examine their proof in some details.
First, they use a complex contact transformation \ which replaces T^X
with the set A of exterior conormals to a strictly pseudoconvex open
subset U C X, and which « straightens)) V, i.e. which replaces V with
X Xy T*y, where the fiber product is taken over a smooth holomorphic
map f:X —> y. A quantization of \ reduces M. to a partial de Rham system, and interchanges the complex W~Loms^(M.^CM) with ^^^u(f~10Y)^
where IJLQU denotes the Sato microlocalization functor along 9U. Finally,
an adjunction formula reduces the study of the complex ^^9u{f~l^Y)
at p C (X XY T*V) H A to the study of ^'{Cy) at f^{p) (with
TQJJ,Y = f^(TQjjX D V)). One is then reduced to the analysis of the
microlocal direct image f^^Agu o1 the constant sheaf AQU. The correspondence of cotangent bundles

r*x ^- x XY r*r -^ r*r
associates to A a germ of Lagrangian manifold f^f (A) C T*V
at
/7r(p)- The sheaf AQU is simple along A with shift j , and it is thus
possible to apply the following result of [KS3, Ch. 7]: if F is simple
along A with shift d, then the microlocal direct image f^^F is simple
along f^f (A) with a shift which is calculated using generalized Levi
forms. The vanishing theorems now easily follow.
Let ^ C M be an open subset with real analytic boundary S and
consider the distinguished triangle A^ —^ AM —> As -^. In order to
apply the above scheme of proof to boundary value problems, we have to
deal simultaneously with the two Lagrangian manifolds T^X and TgX.
To this end, we first introduce a notion of « positive)) pair of Lagrangian
manifolds (to be compared with the one of [Sl]) which allows us to give a
microlocal meaning to the restriction morphism AM —> As. In particular,
if (Ai.As) is a pair of positive Lagrangian submanifolds of T*X, there
is a natural «restriction)) morphism C^ —^ C^ between the associated
complexes of generalized Sato microfunctions. Then, we give a criterion of
faithfulness for the functor f^^ acting on simple sheaves. This allows us
BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE MATHEMATIQUE DE FRANCE
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to state a very general result of injectivity for the the natural morphism
£xt^{M,C^) —Ext^{M,C^)
between solution sheaves to a simply characteristic system M., where j is
the first possibly non vanishing degree of the cohomology. In particular,
this implies the criterion of hypoellipticity for microlocal boundary value
problems we were looking for.
1. Symplectic geometry and Levi form
For the notions reviewed in this section, we refer to [SKK], [Sl], [KS1],
and [D'AZ2].
1.1. Generalized Levi forms. —Let (£1, a) be a complex symplectic
vector space. A complex subspace p C E is called isotropic (resp. Lagrangian^ resp. involutive) if p1- D p (resp. p1- = p, resp. p1- C p), where ( • ^
denotes the orthogonal with respect to a. A real subspace A C E is called
R-Lagrangian if it is Lagrangian in the underlying real symplectic vector
space (E^.a^), where a^ =2Rea.
If p C E is isotropic, the form a induces a symplectic structure on the
space p ~ L / p , which is denoted by (£^,cr^). For a subset A C E, let

A^=((An^)+p)/pc^
and recall that if A is an M-Lagrangian subspace of E then Xp is an MLagrangian subspace of EP (as it follows from the formula (A^)-1- = (A^)^).
The following definition slightly generalizes that of [Sl] and [KS2,
Lemma 3.4].
DEFINITION 1.1. — Let p C E be isotropic, A C E be R-Lagrangian,
and set ^ = A D i\ (an isotropic space). The generalized Levi form L \ / p
is the hermitian form on p^ defined by setting for v,w C p^
LA/^W)^^^,^),

where ( • )° denotes the conjugate with respect to the isomorphism
E^ ^ C 0R A^. We will denote by ^(A,?) the numbers of positive
(resp. negative) eigenvalues of L\/p.
The inertia index r (X^, X^, As) of three R-Lagrangian subspaces Xj C E^
j = 1, 2,3, is defined as the signature of the quadratic form q on AiQAaQAs
given by
q{x^x^ xs) = a^i, ^2) + ^(^2, x^) + o•R(x3, a-i).
Let XP denote the R-Lagrangian subspace (A D p^) + p C E.
TOME 123 — 1995 — N° 4
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PROPOSITION 1.2. — The following equalities hold:

sgnL^ = -^(A.zA.A^),
v k L ^ / p = dim^ H ^-L) - dim^p H [(^ H A) + (^ H %A)])
= din^ p - dim^A^ H %A P ) - dimc(A H iX)
+ 2 dim^p1- H IJL) - dim^A H /)).
For a proof, cf. [KS1, Lemma 3.4], [D'AZ2, Prop. 3.3].
As we will recall (cf. Lemmas 1.5, 1.7 below), the generalized Levi form
of Definition 1.1 agrees with classical concepts.
1.2. Homogeneous symplectic spaces. —Let X be a complex analytic manifold of dimension n, and denote by TX '- TX —> X, TTX '• T*X —>• X
its tangent and cotangent bundle respectively. Denote by T*X the space
T*X with the zero section removed, and more generally, for V C T*X,
let V = V D T*X. Let ax be the canonical one-form on T*X, and
GX = dax the symplectic two-form.
Let H: r*T*X ^ TT*X be the Hamiltonian isomorphism. The vector
field —H(ax)^ called Euler vector field^ is the infinitesimal generator of
the action of Cx = C \ {0} on T*X. In this paper all submanifolds that
we consider are locally conic (i.e. tangent to H(—ax))'
A submanifold V C T*X is called isotropic (resp. Lagrangian^ resp.
mvolutive) if at each p 6 V, the space TpV has the corresponding property
in the symplectic vector space (TpT*X^ax(p))' The submanifold V is
called regular if ax\v ¥" 0Let A be a submanifold of the underlying real analytic manifold
T^X^ to T*X. The submanifold A is called R-Lagrangian if at each
p G A, the space TpA is Lagrangian in the real symplectic vector space
(r^X^ReaxO?)). For p e A, set
'(^(p),a(p))=(rpT*X,ax(p)),
y[p)=CH[ax{p)}^
.. ^
v

)

\ox{p)=Tp{7r^7rx(p))^
' A(p)=T^A,
c(A(p), Aox(p)) = dimR(A(p) H Aoxh)),
. 7(A(p), Aox(p)) = dimc(A(p) n i\(p) n Aox(^).

If no confusion may arise, we will drop the point p in the previous
notations.
BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE MATHEMATIQUE DE FRANCE
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DEFINITION 1.3. — An R-Lagrangian manifold A c T*X is called of
real type at p C A if dim^^ D A) = 1.
Notice that A is of real type if and only if it exists a complex contact
transformation ^: T*X -^ T*X at p such that ^(A) is the conormal bundle
to a real hypersurface of X.
Let M be a real analytic submanifold of the underlying real analytic
manifold X^ to X. Via the natural isomorphism T(XR) ^ (TX)^ the
complex tangent plane to M at x e M is denned as
T^M = T^M U iT^M.
Moreover, we will identify the conormal bundle T^X^ to an R-Lagrangian
manifold of T*X, that we will denote by T^X. For A == T^X and
p € T^X we simplify the above notations (1.1), as well as those of
Definition 1.1, by writing
f\M{p)=TpT^X^
^

j s±{M^)=s±(\M^ox).

] CM(ri=c(A(p),Aox(p)),

^M(p) =7(A(p),Aox(p)),
eventually dropping the point p.
1.3. Levi forms. — Let us now recall the classical definition of Levi
form of a real submanifold.
DEFINITION 1.4. — Let M c X be a real analytic submanifold. Let
p € T^X, and set x = 7Tx(p)' The Levi form LM{P) of M at p is the
restriction to T^M of the Hermitian form ~99(f)(x), where 0 is a real
analytic function vanishing on M such that d(/)(x) = p.
The independence of Definition 1.4 from the choice of the local equation (f) for M may be deduced from the next Lemma which states the
relation between the Levi forms of Definition 1.1 and Definition 1.4.
LEMMA 1.5. — Let p C T^X, and set x = 7Tx(p). Then
LM^P) ~ ^ A M / A O X ^
where ~ means that the two forms have same signature and same rank.

For a proof refer to [KS1, Prop. 11.2.7] in the case cod^ M == 1, and
to [D'AZI, Prop. 1.1 and 1.3] for the general case.
Assume now that X is a complexification of a real analytic manifold M.
TOME 123 — 1995 — ? 4
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DEFINITION 1.6 (see [SKK]). —Let M C X be a real analytic manifold,
X a complexification of M, and let V C T*X be a regular involutive
submanifold. Let p e T^X H V. The generalized Levi form LT* x(V\p) ^s
the Hermitian form on (TpV)1' of matrix

({/^}Cp))i<^<^
where { • , •} denotes the Poisson bracket, where /i = • • • = f^ = 0 is a
system of holomorphic equations for V at p such that
d/iA—Ad^Aax^^O,
and where /c denotes the holomorphic conjugate to fj (i.e. the holomorphic function at p satisfying /jjr^x = fj\T^x)LEMMA 1.7 (see [KS2, Lemma 3.4]). — Let p C f^X H V and set
p= (TpV)±. Then
LT^x(V,p)=-L^/p.
Notice that the more general case where M is a real analytic submanifold of X is treated in [D'AZ2].
NOTATIONS 1.8. — Let A C r*X be a real type Lagrangian manifold.
On the line of LEMMA 1.7 we will use the following notations

(1.3)

(L^p)=-L^^
^ s±(A^p)=s±(\p)^

l^(M,y,p)=^(A,y,p),
where in the last equality we assumed A = T^X for a real submanifold
M CX.
2. Review on sheaves
In this section all manifolds and morphisms of manifolds will be real of
class C°°. We collect here some definitions and results from [KS3].
2.1. General notations. — Let X be a manifold, and denote by
Db(X) the derived category of the category of bounded complexes of
sheaves of A-modules, where A is a fixed ring with finite global dimension
(e.g. A = Z). As a general notation, for K C X locally closed, AK denotes
the sheaf which is zero on X \ K and which is the constant sheaf on K
with stalk A.
BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE MATHEMATIQUE DE FRANCE
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The micro-support SS(F) of a complex F € Ob(Dh(X)) is a closed
conic involutive subset of r*X which describes the directions of nonpropagation for the cohomology of F. For p G T*X the category D^X;?)
is the localization of D (X) with respect to the null system
{F e Ob{D\X)) ; p^SS(F)}.

Recall that the objects of Db(X•,p) are the same as those of Db(X) and
that a morphism F —> G of Db(X) becomes an isomorphism in Db{X•,p) if
and only i f p ^ SS(H)^ H being the third term of a distinguished triangle
F -,G-^ H -^ .
The bifunctor ^hom( - , • ) is well denned in the category D^X;?), i.e.
induces a functor (still denoted by phom) from D^X;?)0 x D^X;?) to
the category Db(T*X^p) (where Db(X^p)o denotes the opposite category
to D^X;^)). Recall the relations
(2.1)

R7rx*^hom(F, G) ^ R^om(F, G),

(2.2)

^°/,hom(F, G)p ^ Hom^^^^) (F, G).

2.2. Functors in localized categories. — The usual functors of
sheaf theory are not generally well defined in the microlocal category. Let
us consider the two following cases.
(a) Let f:X —> Y be a morphism of manifolds and consider the
associated correspondence of cotangent bundles

r*x ^-f— x XY r*y -^ r*y.
Let p G X Xy T*y and set px =tft(p), PY = U(p)' The functor
R^:Db(X) -^Dh(Y)
is not well defined in Db(X',px), in general. The microlocal proper direct
image functor
^ p :D 6 (X^x)——D f o (y;py) v
takes value in the category D^V^y^ of contravariant functors from the
category D^V^y) to the category of sets. (Notice that D^V^y) is a
TOME 123 — 1995 — ? 4
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full subcategory of D^V^y)".) For F e O^D^X;^)), f^F is by
definition the pro-object
(2.3)

f^F= "lim^R/.F',
^^.F

where F1 —^ F ranges over the category of isomorphisms in Db(X^px)'
(b) Let X, V, Z be real manifolds and let ^ (i,j = 1,2,3) be the
projections from X x Y x Z to the corresponding factor (e.g. ^13: X x Y x
Z —^ X x Z). The composition functor
• o •:D\X xY)x D\Y x Z ) —^ D\X x Z)

(K^K^) —— Rqiy. {q^K^ (S) q^K^}
has no microlocal meaning, in general. For pw E T^W (W = X,V,Z),
the microlocal composition functor
. o^ .rD^X x r;(px,Pr)) x -D\Y x Z;(py,pz))

——D^XxZ^px^z))'
is then introduced as
(2.4)

K, o^ K^ = "hm" Rq,y.{q^K[ ^ ^K^\
K[-^Ki
K'^—rK-2

where K[ —> K^ (resp. K^ —^ K^) ranges over the category of isomorphisms in D\X x r;(^Py)) (resp. D\Y x Z^py^z))).
2.3. Simple sheaves and contact transformations. — Let A C
T*X be a (real C°°) Lagrangian submanifold and let p G A. Let F be
an element of O^D^X)) which satisfies SS(F) C A at p. The concept
of such an F being simple along A with shift d G j Z at p is introduced
in [KS3, § 7.5]. Recall for instance that if M C X is a submanifold,
then AM is simple along T^X with shift - cod^ M.
Let ^:T*X —> T^X be a complex contact transformation at p and let
p ' = \{p). Denote by A" the antipodal of its graph,
A^ = {(q,q') € T*(X x X) ; q' = -x(ff)},

a Lagrangian submanifold of T*(JC x X).
Recall the notations (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3). In the following we will write
for short A^ instead of ^(AQo)).
The next proposition, that collects some results of [KS3, Ch. 7], shows
how it is possible to define an action of \ on microlocal categories.
BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE MATHEMATIQUE DE FRANCE
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PROPOSITION 2.1. — Let d^ G |,Z be such that
d^= ^ dimR{Xoxxx(pf, - p) H T^^A^-i)

modZ.

T/ien:

(i) ^ere e^s^ a complex K C Ob(D^(X x X)) 5%m^e a/on^ A^i at
(p1 ? — P) ^th shift d^.
Moreover, this K enjoys the following properties:

(ii) for F e O^D^X;?)), ^e pro-object K o ^ F is representable in
D^X;? 7 );
(iii) the functor K o^ .iD^X;?) —> D^X;?7) z5 an equivalence of
categories;
(iv) /or F,G C Ob(Db(X;p)), ^e following isomorphism hold
^hom(F,G%/ ^ /^hom(^ o^ F,^ o^ G)^,;
(v) if F is simple along A at p with shift d, then K o^ F is simple
along ^(A) at p' with shift d+ d^ - \ [dim^X + T(Aox,A X ,Aox x )] •

3. Levi-simple sheaves

From now on all manifolds and morphisms of manifolds will be complex
analytic.
Let X be a complex manifold of dimension n. On the line of [KS1,
§ 11.2], due to the complex structure of X , it is possible to associate a
shift to simple sheaves. More precisely, let
(3.1)

d(A, Aox) = - \[n - dim^A U i\) - sgnL^J,

and notice that by PROPOSITION 1.2
d{\, \ox) = - \ dim^A H Aox) + 7(A, Aox) - s~ (A, Aox)
——j^-dim^AnAox)]
+ dim^A n zA) - 7(A, Aox) + 5+(A, Aox).

DEFINITION 3.1. — Let F e O^D^X)), and let A c T*X be an RLagrangian manifold of real type at p c A. We call F Levi-simple along A
at p if F is simple along A at p with shift c?(A,Aox).
The following result is essentially due to [KS1, § 11.2].
TOME 123 — 1995 — ? 4
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PROPOSITION 3.2. —Let Ac T*X be an R-Lagrangian manifold of real
type at p G A. Then
(i) there exists F e O^D^X)) Lorn-simple along A at p.
Let \:T*X —> T*X 6e a complex contact transformation and let
K C Ob(D\X x X)) be simple along A^i at Oc(p), - p) with shift n.
Then
(ii) if F e (^(D^pD) is Levi-simple along A a^ p, ^/ien K o^F is
Lorn-simple along ;c(A) a^ ^(p).

Proof.—We follow here the same line of the proof of [KS1, Prop. 11.2.8].
Let us first recall that if A^ C E (j = 1,2,3,4) are R-Lagrangian
subspaces, then
(3.2) r(Ai, A2, As) - r(Ai, A2, A4) + r(Ai, As, A4) - r(\^ As, A4) = 0,
(3-3)

r{i\^i\^,i\^) = -r(Ai, A2, As).

By PROPOSITION 2.1, K o^ F e Ob(D 6 (X;^(p))) is simple along ^(A)
at ^(p) with shift
^(A.Aox)- ^(Aox^A^.Aox^).

Setting Ai = Aojc, A2 = A^, As = z'A^, A4 = Aox^ in (3.2) and using (3.3)
we get
^ ( A o x ^ A ^ A o x ) ^ HA.zA.Aox)- JT(A^,zA^,Aojc)
=sgnL^/^^ -sgnL^^.

Noticing that dim^A 0 %A) = dim^A^ n ^A X ) we get
(3.4)

^(A.Aox)- ^T(Aox,A^,Aox x )=^(A^,Aox),

which proves (ii).
As for (i), since A is of real type, we may find a complex contact
transformation -0: T*X -^ T*X such that ^(A) = T^X with cod^ M = 1
and 5-(M,^(p)) = 0. Let L e Ob(D 6 (X x X)) be simple along A^ at
(p, -^(p)) with shift n. Since AM[-I] is Levi-simple along T^X at ^(p),
it follows from (ii) that L o^ AM[-I] is Levi-simple along A at p. Q
BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE MATHEMATIQUE DE FRANCE
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COROLLARY 3.3. — Let M C X be a real analytic submanifold. Let
p C T^X and assume ip ^ T^X {i.e. T^X is of real type at p). Then F
is Levi-simple along T^X at p if and only if
F ^ AM [- cod^ M + 7(A^p) - 5-(M,p)].
In particular, ifcod^ M = 1 and s~(M) = 0, then AM[—I] is Lorn-simple
at p.
We shall need the following technical result.
LEMMA 3.4.—Let p C E be a complex £-dimensional isotropic subspace.
Then
d(\,\ox) = d^X^Xox^ - d(A,Aox,p) + ^(A,p) + 5+(A,p),
where we set
(^p)=codc,(pn(\±+i\±))^
(0.0 )

\

[ d(A,Aox,p) = \ [r(Aox,A^A) +£ - d^^n A)].
For a proof cf. [KS2, Lemma 3.3], [D'AZ2, Prop. 3.5].
As for the notations, if p = (TpV)1- for V C T*X an involutive subset,
we will write
f36)

(6(A,V)=6(\,p),
{s±(A,V)=s±(\,p).

Moreover, to agree with classical notations, if M C X is a real analytic
submanifold and A = T^[X, we will write
.3^
v
' /

(6(M^V)=6(^V)^
\s±(M,V)=s±(A,V).

4. Positivity
Let A C r*X be an R-Lagrangian manifold at p € A and assume
A is S-symplectic (i.e. A D i\ = {0}). Let F C T*X be a Cx -conic
subset. The concept of positive pair (A,F) is introduced in [Sl] after the
work of [MSjl], [MSj2]. This is a notion invariant by complex contact
transformations which ensures that if A is the set of exterior conormals to
a strictly pseudoconvex open subset ^ C X, then the projection 70c(r) is
contained in X \ f2.
TOME 123 — 1995 — ? 4
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In order to treat the case of real type Lagrangian manifolds (not
necessarily I-symplectic) we adopt the following point of view which is
motivated by the next LEMMA 4.3 that Pierre SCHAPIRA pointed out to
us.
DEFINITION 4.1. — Let Kj (j = 1,2) be M-Lagrangian manifolds of real
type at p e Ai D As, and let Fj be Levi-simple along Kj at p. The pair
(Ai,Aa) is called positive (and we write Ai > A^) if and only if there
exists a non zero morphism F^ —> F^ in Db(X•,p).
By (2.2) this is equivalent to
(4-1)

J^hom(Fi,F2WO.

Let us notice that, by (iv) of PROPOSITION 2.1, this concept of positivity is stable by complex contact transformations. In other words, if
\: T*X -^ T*X is a complex contact transformation, then Ai > A^ if and
only if ^(Ai) > x(A^).
NOTATION 4.2. — Let M C X be a real analytic hypersurface. Let
p G t^X and set x = 7Tx(p). As a general notation, the point p being
implicit in our discussion, we denote by M+ the germ of closed half space
at x with boundary M and inner conormal p (i.e. such that p C SS(A^+)).
LEMMA 4.3. — Let Mi ,Ms C X be real hypersur faces. Let p be a point of
^M^^TM^ ana setx = ^xW- The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) ^°(/.hom(A^,A^))^0,

(ii) M^~ D M^ at x.
Proof. — Set for short C = /^hom(A^+,A^+), and consider the
distinguished triangle
(RTTX!C% -> (RTTX*C% ^ (RTOC*C% -^ .
One has
(R7TX!C),^A^^0A^,

(R7r^C),-Rr^(A^),,
(RTIX*C% ^ ^hom(A^+,A^+)p,
where the first isomorphism follows from [KS3, Prop. 4.4.2], the second
from (2.1), and the third from ^(x) H suppC C R+p. Since x is not in
Int(Mi+), (RTTX!C% = 0 and hence
/.hom(A^.A^)^ - RF^(A^),.
One easily concludes. []
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Recall the following proposition of [D'AZ4] (where the notion of positivity was not explicit).
PROPOSITION 4.4. — Let Aj C T*X {for j = 1,2) be R-Lagrangian
manifolds of real type at p € Ai D As. Then Ai >- As if and only if there
exists a complex contact transformation \:T^X —^ T^X such that
(X(^)=T^X^ with cod^M,=l, 5-(M,,j/)=0, (j = 1,2),
\M^ DM2+ atx^

where p ' = \(p}, x ' = ^ x { p ' ) Proof. —It is possible to choose a (complex) Lagrangian plane Ao C E^
satisfying:
(i) Ao is transversal to \j (j = 1,2),
(ii) 5 - ( A ^ , A o ) = 0 .
In fact, the set of A(/S satisfying (i) is open and dense in the Lagrangian
Grassmannian of £^, and the set satisfying (ii) is open and non empty.
Let \:T*X —> T*X be a complex contact transformation such that
(Aox^)' = Ao. Then
x(A,)=r^.X,

cod^M,=l,

(j=l,2)

and s~(M^,pf) = 0. Since T^X > T^X at p ' , one has
^hom(A^,A^)4-^-(M2,^)] ^0,
and, by the proof of LEMMA 4.3, this is equivalent to
H-s-^^Rr^(A^)^0.
The functor R r ^ + ( - ) being left exact, it follows that s~{M^,p') = 0.
Moreover, the relation T^+(A^+)x ^ 0 implies that M^~ D M^ at x ' . \\
REMARK 4.5.
(i) Using PROPOSITION 4.4 it is easy to prove that > is a preorder
relation. In other words, if Aj (j = 1, 2, 3) are M-Lagrangian manifolds of
real type at p G Ai D A2 n As satisfying Ai >- A2, A2 > As, then Ai > As.
(ii) Again by PROPOSITION 4.4 it follows that if Ai >- As, then
Ai D zAi C As H zAs.
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PROPOSITION 4.6. — Let Aj {j = 1,2) be ISL-Lagrangian manifolds of
real type at p € Ai D Aa, and let Fj be Lorn-simple along Aj at p. Then
AI >- As if and only if /Aiom{F^,F^)p = A. In particular, taking the zeroth cohomology we get

(4.2)

Hom^(x;p)(^^2)^A.

Proof. — Notice that the statement
transformations. We may then assume
TM.X for cod^Mj = 1, s~{Mj) =
In this case RT^+(A^-+)a; = A, and

is invariant by complex contact
by PROPOSITION 4.4 that Aj =
0 {j = 1,2) and M^ D M^~.
one concludes by noticing that

/^hom(AMi, AMJP ^ R^M+ (AM-^)^ (c^- ^ P100^ of LEMMA 4.3). []
Let us call «restriction morphism)) the morphism which corresponds
to 1 6 A via (4.2). Notice that if A^ (z = 1, 2) are the exterior conormals
to some strictly pseudoconvex open subsets f^ C X, the restriction
morphism is nothing but the morphism
AX\^J-I] —>Ax\^[-l]
(or, equivalently, A^ —> A^) induced by the inclusion Hi C ^2REMARK 4.7.
(i) Let Aj (j = 1,2) be R-Lagrangian manifolds of real type at
p G Ai D As, and assume Ai is I-symplectic (i.e. Ai D i\\ = {0}). If the
pair (Ai.As) is positive in the sense of [S] and G?(Ai,Aox) = 0^25 Aox);
then Ai >- As. The converse implication is not clear to us.
(ii) Let S C M C X be real analytic submanifolds. Then T^X > T^X
at p 6 S XM T^X if and only if d(\M^ox) = d(\s,\ox)- In fact one
easily checks that in this case ^hom(AM,A^) ^ ASXMT* x5. Generalized microfunctions
Let X be a complex analytic manifold of dimension n, and let Ox be
the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on X.
DEFINITION 5.1. — Let A C T*X be an M-Lagrangian manifold of real
type at p 6 T*X, and let F be Levi-simple along A at p. The complex of
microfunctions along A is the object of Db(T*X•,p) defined by:
(5.1)

CA=^om(F,Ox).

To be rigorous, we should incorporate F and p in the notation of CA.
We will not be that precise since, in any case, we will restrict our study
to a neighborhood of p.
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REMARK 5.2. — Let M C X be a submanifold, p € t^X, ip ^ T^X.
By COROLLARY 3.3 one has
{CT^x)p ^ ^hom(AM, Ox)p [cod^ M - 7(M,p) + s-{M,p)].
If M is a real analytic manifold and X is a complexification of M, we
recover the sheaf of Sato microfunctions up to the orientation sheaf OT^/X
(which is locally isomorphic to the constant sheaf AM)'
PROPOSITION 5.3 (see [KS3, Ch. 11]). — Let x'-T^X -^ T*X be a
complex contact transformation. Then^ by choosing a quantization of ^5
the following isomorphism holds
X*(CA)x(p) ^ (^(A))p.

Let T>x be the sheaf of differential operators on X. The complex CA is
well denned in the derived category of TTj^P^-modules. (To see this, just
use the left T>x -module structure of the sheaf Ox-)
Let Ex denote the sheaf of finite order microdifferential operators
on T*X. Let f^ C X be a strictly pseudoconvex subset with real analytic
boundary M, and denote by A the set of exterior conormals to Q. In this
case, it is known (cf [K]) that C\ is well defined in the derived category
of ^jc-modules near p e A, but we do not know if this result still holds
for general R-Lagrangian manifolds. However, we have a partial result.
PROPOSITION 5.4. — Let M C X be a (real analytic) generic submanifold ofX. Then the complex CT* x ^ well defined in the category of left
8x -modules
Proof. — Consider the diagram
M———> X

where Z is a complexification of M, and (f) is the induced complex analytic
smooth map. The cotangent map ^/ to <f) gives an identification between
T^X and (Z Xx T*X) H T^Z. Moreover, one has the isomorphism
(5.2)

^CT^X ^ RHome, (^x, CM/Z^ ,

where CM/Z ^ ^T* z are the classical Sato microfunctions on M, and
where Ez^x denotes the transfer module. The action of Ex on CT*M x is
then induced by the natural right 0^1 ^-module structure of Ez-^x^ via
the isomorphism (5.2). []
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PROPOSITION 5.5. — The complex C^,p is concentrated in degree > 0,
i.e. {H^CA)? = 0 for every j < 0.

Proof. — Let \:T*X —> T*X be a complex contact transformation at
p as in PROPOSITION 4.4 such that ^(A) == T^X, with cod^ M = 1 and
s~(M,pf) = 0 for p7 = x(p}- By quantizing ^, we get
X*(CA)?/ ^ ^hon^AM^x)^!]

^RrM+(0x)^[i],
1

where x = 7r^(j/). The claim follows since the complex WM+(^x)x' is
in degree > 1 by analytic continuation. []
THEOREM 5.6. — Let Aj (j = 1 , 2 ) be 1^.-Lagrangian manifolds of real
type at p C Ai Fl As, and let Fj be Lorn-simple along Aj at p. Assume
AI >- As. Then the natural morphism
(5.3)

H°CA^P——H°CA^P

induced by the restriction morphism is injective.

Proof. — By the contact transformation \ at p as in PROPOSITION 4.4,
the morphism (5.3) reduces to

H^Ox^—H^Ox}.^
which is injective by analytic continuation (here x ' = TTx(xCp)))-

D

6. Microlocal direct images of simple sheaves
Let /: X —> Y be a smooth map of real analytic manifolds and consider
the associated maps

T*X ^— x XY r*y -^ r*r.
Set V = X XY r*y, and let A C T*X be a (real) Lagrangian manifold at
p € A D V. If the intersection A H V is clean at p (which means that V D A
is smooth and Tp(V H A) = TpV H TpA for every p e V D A), it is known
(cf. e.g. [KS2]) that, for a sufficiently small open neighborhood U C T^X
ofp,

Utff~l(Anu)=Mv^Anu)

is a Lagrangian manifold in T*V.
Via the functor /^'p, it is possible to establish a similar correspondence
between simple sheaves in X along A and simple sheaves in Y along
f^f (A D U). To explain this correspondence, let us first reduce by
contact transformation, to the case where A and f^tff~l(A H U) are
conormal bundles to hypersurfaces. In this frame, one has the following
proposition that collects some results of [KS3, § 7.4].
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PROPOSITION 6.1. — Let f : X — > Y b e a smooth morphism of real
analytic manifolds. Let M C X, N C Y be real analytic hypersur faces.
Let p e t^X H V, x = 7Tx(p), q = f^{p}-, y = 7Ty((?). Assume
(i) the intersection T^X D V is clean at p,
(ii) for an open neighborhood U ofp, f^f'^^T^X D U) = T^Y at q.
Then:
(a) there exist local systems of coordinates (x) = (y<,t) on X and (y)
on y, at x and y respectively, such that:
p= (0;ch/i),
N={yeY'^=0},

f(y,t) =y,
M={xeX^=Q(t)},

where Q(t) is a quadratic form;
(b) there exists a morphism in the category of pro-objects o/D^y):
^im v R/.AM+FW —— A^[-6],
U3x

where U ranges over the category of open neighborhoods of x and, with the
notation (3.5),
(6.1)

6 = #{non positive eigenvalues of Q(t)}
= \ (dim^ X - din^ V) - d(\M ,Aox ,p),

(c) /^'PA^+ ^ ^lim ^R/iA^f+n[/ exists in Db(Y;y) and the morU3x

phism in (b) is an isomorphism in Db(Y;y).
REMARK 6.2. — The previous proposition is due to [KS3, §7.4], in
which (c) reads
(c)' f^pAM+ ^ "lim "Rf\AM+nu exists in D b (y;g) and the morU3x

phism in (b) is an isomorphism in D^y;^).
Since M^ and N~^~ are closed half-spaces, it is easy to prove that (c)'
is equivalent to (c).
Assume now that /: X —^ Y is a morphism in the category of complex
analytic manifolds. We will need the following result:
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LEMMA 6.3. — Let f ' . X — ^ Y b e a smooth map of complex analytic
manifolds. Under the same hypotheses as in Proposition 6.1, one has:

^(N^q) < s±(M^p).
Proof. — Let L = 7Tx(T^X n V) and consider the diagram
Arjr^xnv
T^X ———— T^X n V ———————— T^Y

f\L
"
M <——————— L ————————, N
One proves as in [KS2] that L c X is a smooth submanifold, and f\^ is a
smooth map. Let 0 be a real analytic function on V, vanishing on N', and
such that d0 = q. It follows that (f) o f is a real analytic function on X
vanishing on L and such that d(0 o f)(x) <E T^X n V = T^X n V. Hence
d(0o f)(x) =p.
Since / is holomorphic, /*(99^_) = 99{(f) o f). Moreover, f(T^L) =
T^N and hence 99((f) o f)\TCL ~ QQ^T^N- Ky LEMMA 1.5 this implies
s±(L^=s±{N^q).
Finally, since L C M and p <E L XM T^X, one has (cf. [DAZ1])
s±{L^<s±{M^p). D
7. Faithfulness of the microlocal direct image functor
Let /: X —> Y be a smooth map of complex analytic manifolds and
let n = din^ X, n - £ = dim^ Y. The manifold V = X Xy T*V is then
identified to an Z-codimensional involutive submanifold of T*X.
Let A C T*X be an R-Lagrangian manifold of real type at p e A D V
and notice that if the intersection A Fl V is clean at p, ^/^(A Fl U)
is again an M-Lagrangian manifold of real type at q = f^(p) in r*V,
for a sufficiently small open neighborhood U C T*X of p. We will use
notations (1.1), (1.2), (1.3), (3.5), (3.6).
THEOREM 7.1. — Let Aj (j = 1,2) be germs ofR-Lagrangian manifolds
of real type at p C Ai n As Fl V. Assume the following:
(a) the intersection Aj n V is clean at p,
(b) Ai >- As atp;

(c) 5-(Ai,y)+^(Ai,y)=5-(A2,v)+<5(A2,y).
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Let Fj (j = 1 , 2 ) be Levi-simple along Aj at p. Then
(i) the natural morphism
(7.1)

f^: HomD,,(^p)(Fi,F2) -^ Uom^Y^f^F^f^F^

is an isomorphism'^

(ii) ?^1 n u) > t/7.1(A2 n u).
It is also possible to state a slightly more general (and more symmetrical) version of THEOREM 7.1 as follows.
Let X be a complex analytic manifold of dimension n. Let V C T*X
be a germ at p of ^-codimensional complex analytic regular involutive
submanifold. Let j: V —^ T*X be the embedding and let b: V —^ [V} be
the (locally defined) projection along the bicharacteristic leaves of V. The
quotient space [V] inherits from T*X a structure of complex homogeneous
symplectic manifold. We may then choose an identification of [V] near
b(p) to an open subset of r*V, where V is a complex manifold of
dimension (n — £).
If A C t*X is a germ of M-Lagrangian manifold of real type at
p € V D A such that the intersection V D A is clean, it is easy to prove
that b(V n A) C T*y is a germ of R-Lagrangian manifold of real type
at q = b(p).
In order to rephrase the correspondence

(7.2)

A^&(ynA)

in terms of simple sheaves, let us rewrite (7.2) as the correspondence
associated to the Lagrangian manifold F: = r*V XT*Y V0' C T*(Y x X)
(here a denotes the antipodal map),

r cr*(YxX)
(7.3)

r*r

r*x

i.e. b(V n A) = pi (r n p^~1^) = : r o A, where pi, p2 are the projections
from r*(Y x X) to the corresponding factor.
THEOREM 7.2. — Let Aj {j = 1 , 2 ) be germs ofR-Lagrangian manifolds
of real type at p e Ai H As D V. Assume the following:
(a) the intersection Aj D V is clean at p;
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(b) AI >- A2 at p;
(c) s-(A^V)^S(A^V)=s-(A^V)+6{A^V).
Let Fj {j = 1,2) be Levi-simple along Aj at p and let K be simple
along F at (q,p) with shift (n — £). Then
(o) the pro-object K o^ Fj is representable in Db(Y^q), and
Ko^F,[s-(A^V)+e-6(\^p)]
is Levi-simple along F o Aj at p',
(i) the natural morphism

(7.4)

Ko^ : HoniD6(x;p)(^i^2) ——Hom^y;^ o^ F^K o^ F^)

is an isomorphism'^
(ii) F o A l >- F o A s .

The proof will be performed by reducing to the case where the maps
T*X ^— V -b-^ T*V are induced by a smooth map f:X -^ V, thus
entering the hypotheses of THEOREM 7.1.
8. Proof of the faithfulness
Reduction of Theorem 7.2. — In the framework of this Theorem, let
\x '• T*X —> T*X be a contact transformation such that
' Xx(Ai) = r^X,
(8.1)

cod^ Mi = 1,

Xx(A2)=T^X,
^ \x{V) =X XY T*y,

5-(Mi,;/) = 0,

cod^M2=l,
for a smooth map

f\X->Y,

f^r\T^x) = r^y, cod^ TVi = i,
^^tff-\T^X)=T^

cod^7V2=l

(where we set p ' = Xx(p)), and let \y:T*Y -^ T*Y be the complex
contact transformation induced by \x via the diagram

r*x
XX

r*x

v

P

Xx

Xxyr*y

Le

r*y
XY

r*y,

- XY^q) = /7r(xx(p)) for p such that 9 = b(p) (the definition is
independent of the choice of p due to the third equality in (8.1)).
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Let q = b(p), q' = Up') = xv{q). By (b), T^X > T^X at p ' ,
and hence, by PROPOSITION 4.4, s~(M^,p') = 0 and M^~ 3 M^~. By
LEMMA 6.3, s~(N^,q') = s~(N^,q') = 0. We are then in the following
frame:
'Xx(^)=T^X,

(s.iy

cod^M,=l,

s-(M,,f/)=0.

Mf D M^~,
^(V) = X xy T*Y,
, f^f'~\T^X) = T^Y,

for a smooth map /: X -»• Y,
cod^ Nj = 1, s-(N^ q ' ) = 0,

Notice that, by construction
FoA, = Xyl(/.t//-l(Xx(A,))).

(8.2)

Let ^jc be simple along A^i at (p', —p) with shift n, and let K^ be
^x
simple along A^y at (9, —^ / ) with shift (n — £).
In terms of simple sheaves, the equality (8.2) reads
(8.3)

K o^ F, ^ K*Y o^ {f^(Kx ^ F,))

(recall that K^ o^ ' and K^ o^ • are equivalences of categories) and one
has
K-y ^ {f^(Kx ^ F,)) - K-y ^ (^^(AM,[-I]))
^ K^ o^ AN, [-1 - I - d(\M^\ox^p)],
where the first isomorphism follows from PROPOSITION 3.2 (ii), and the
second from PROPOSITION 6.1. By LEMMA 3.4 we have
d(\M,, Aox, p) = S(\MJ , p) - s~(Mj, V)
and hence K o^ Fj[s~(Mj, V) + £ — 6(\Mip)] is Levi-simple. Since the
numbers appearing in the above shift are stable by contact transformation,
(o) follows.
In order to prove (i) and (ii) let us note that we are now in the
hypotheses of THEOREM 7.1, that may then be applied. []
Proof of Theorem 7.1. — Using the same techniques as in the previous
reduction, by applying a complex contact transformation we may assume
from the beginning to be in the following frame
A,=T^,

cod^M,=l,

5-(M,,j/)=0,

cod^N,=l^

s-(N^qf)=^

Mi+ D A^,
f.t^\T^X)=T^
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and we are then left to prove the following claims:
(i)' the natural morphism
f^: Hom^(^)(AM,,AM,) ——^^(Y^f^AM^f^AM^
is an isomorphism'^
(ii/ HomD6(y^)(A^,A^)^0.
We recall that, by PROPOSITION 6.1,
(8.4)

/,^AM, ^A^[s-(M^V)-l+c(\M^p)].

By hypothesis (c), we also know that the shifts appearing in (8.4) for
j = 1,2 are equal, and hence (ii)' will follow from (i/.
Before proving (i/, let us state some preliminary results.
9. An analytic lemma
The authors wish to thank Jean-Pierre SCHNEIDERS for useful discussions related to the contents of this section.
Let T c M772 be a germ of open neighborhood of 0 and let h be a real
analytic function on T. We say that h is C^- quadratic if, for a system of
real analytic coordinates (t) = (n, v, w) <E T, h(t) = u2 - v2.
LEMMA 9.1.— Let hj O ' = l , 2 ) be C^-quadratic in T. Let s^ (resp. s-)
be the number of positive (resp. negative) eigenvalues o/Hess^i. Assume
(i) / i i > / ^ ;
(ii) Hess h^ has s^ positive eigenvalues.
Then, there exists a local system of coordinates (t) = (u,v,w) e T, with
(u) = (?/i,... ,^+), (v) = (^i,... ,^-), such that at 0:
(9.1)

h^t) = Q^(u) - v2 + 0(u)0(v) + 0{\u\3) + 0{\v\3),

(9.2)

h^(t) =u2- [v2 + Q2(v,w)] - R2(v,w) + 0(u)0(v,w)
+0(M 3 )+0(H3),

where Q^, Q^ are quadratic forms with
Qi>0,

Q2>0,

R2(v,w) =0{w)0(v,w) > 0.
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Proof. — Since h\ is (7^-quadratic, we can choose coordinates
(?) = (u,v,w) CT,

(u) = ( n i , . . . , ^ + ) ,

(v) = ( D i , . . . , ^ - ) ,

such that h\(t) = u2 — v 2 . Write
Hess /i2 = Qs (u, v) + Q4 (u, v, w) + Q5 (w),

where Qs, (34 and Q^ are quadratic forms and Q^(u^ v^ w) == 0{u^ v)0(w).
The hypothesis (i) and the independence of h\ from w imply that
Q^(u,v,w) == 0 and Q^^w) < 0.
By (ii) and the inequality h-t\u=w^o < 0 ^ follows that there exists a
change of coordinates
(9.3)

u = u{u),

v = v(u^ v),

w == w(w),

such that
^2|(v=w=0) =u '

On the other hand
^l|(n=0)=-Q6M+0(H 3 ),

where Qe > 0 is a quadratic form. It is not restrictive to assume
QeW = v2, and so, by (i),
^2|(^=0)=-^2+07(^W)]-I?(^W)+0(|^|3),

where Q-j > 0 is a quadratic form and 0 < R(v,w) = 0(w)0{v,w). The
claim easily follows. []
For hj as above and 6^ e > 0, let

Zj = {t er; ^(^) ^ 0}
B^e = {t e r; |n < £ I?;, w| < ^}.
PROPOSITION 9.2. — Le^ /i2 and h\ be as in Lemma 9.1, and set
d = m — s^. Then there exists 6 > 0 such that for every 0 < e <€ 1
one /ia5
(i) Rr,(^nB^;AT)^A[d];
(ii) ^e morphism

Rr^ZiUB^^Ar) — ^ R r ^ ^ n B ^ ^ A r )
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induced by the restriction morphism A^ -^ A^ (Zi D Z^) is an
isomorphism.

Denote by ay: T —> {0} the projection. Recall that one has
(9.4)

Rr,{Z, H B^;Ar) ^ Rar^n^,.

Proof. — By LEMMA 9.1, we may find a local system of coordinates
(t) = {u,v,w) on T such that h^(t) and h^(t) are given by (9.1) and (9.2).
It follows that, for some 0 < 6 < 1, the small roots of the equations
h^(u,v,w) = 0 and h^u.v.w) = 0 satisfy
6\u\ < |v,w|.
Consider the projections
n

CiV

T -^ V ——> {0},

where q is the restriction to T of the projection M^ ^ -^ R^, and
V = ^(r) (notice that it is not restrictive to assume T = Ba b for
some a,b > 0). If we prove that for 0 < e < 1, \v,w\ < e, the set
q^^v.w) n Zj n B^e is (non-empty) compact and contractible, then
R^Az.nB,., ^AB^,
where
Bg^ = q(Bs,e} = {(v,w) ; \v,w < 6e}.

Since Rar! = Rayi oR^, and Rav.A^ ^ ^ A[^], by (9.4) the claim (i) will
follow.
Let us prove that (7-l(^ w) nZj nB^e is compact and contractible. For
UQ c R^ , A > 0, let u = \UQ. Considering for example j = 1, we have
h^(\UQ, v) = 0 if and only if
[1 + 0(A)]A 2 + a\ - [v2 + 0( \v\3)] = 0

which admits two small roots A, since the discriminant is positive. This
proves (i).
set

°iv,w) = ^(^ w) n Zj n B^e and notice that
(R^,n^)^ = ^(^^;^-d).

By the previous argument, in order to prove (ii) it is enough to prove that
the morphism

RF^C^;^-') —>Rr,(^^;M^)
induced by the restriction morphism A^

—^ A^

is an isomorphism

for every (v,w) e B^. This is the case since since C^, C?
contractible to a common point. [)
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10. End of proof of Theorem 7.1
In order to end the proof of THEOREM 7.1 we have to show that the
morphism
"Urn" RM^u —— y RM^^
U3x

U3x

induced by A^+ —> A^-+ is non zero.
By PROPOSITION 6.1, the above inverse limits exist in D^V;^/) and
hence it is possible to calculate the germs by:
("Urn" Rf,A^^\ - «lim"(R/,A^^
U3x

U3x

It is then enough to prove that the induced morphism
(10.1)

"Mm"(R/,A^-^ —— "Hm-(R/.A^^
U3x

U3x

is an isomorphism.
Let us choose real analytic systems of local coordinates (^/, t) on X and

(y) = {yi^y') on Y so that
p= (0;d^/i),

f(y,t) =y,

Mj = [y^ = hj(y',t)}

with hj = dhj = 0 at x (j = 1, 2). Since

(RM^^)y ^ Rr^f-^y) n Mf n u^-^}^
in these coordinates (10.1) reads

(10.1)'

"iim"Rre(vn{^i(o^) <o};A^.-2.)
V30

—> "iim"Rrc(vn{/i2(o^) <o};A^n-2,),
V30

where V is a neighborhood of 0 in R^"2^. By PROPOSITION 6.1 (a), we
know that hj{0,t) are C^- quadratic. The inclusion M^ D M^ implies
that /ii > ^2. Moreover, by hypothesis (c) of THEOREM 7.1 and by (6.1),
we see that Hess/ii(0,^) and Hess/i2(0,t) have the same number of
positive eigenvalues. The injectivity of (10.1)' is then a consequence of
PROPOSITION 9.2 for m = 2n - 2£, hj(t] = hj(Q,t). [\
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11. Applications to systems with simple characteristics
11.1 A general statement. — Let X be a complex analytic manifold of dimension n. Let V C T*X be a germ of ^-codimensional complex
analytic regular involutive submanifold at p € V. If F C V is a real submanifold, we will denote by F the union of the (complex) bicharacteristic
leaves of V issued from F.
Let M be a left coherent Pjc-module (i.e. a system of linear partial
differential equations) with simple characteristics along V.
THEOREM 11.1. — Let A be a germ of ^L-Lagrangian manifold of real
type at p e A Fl V. Assume that:
(a) the intersection A D V is clean at p;
(b) a x l A n v ^ O Then, for any k < s~(A,V) + 6(A,V),

HkRHom^^(M,CA)p=0.
THEOREM 11.2.—Let Ay (j = 1,2) be germs ofR-Lagrangian manifolds
of real type at p C Ai Fl A 2 H V. Assume the following:
(a) the intersection Aj D V is clean at p',
(b) ^xlAiHAsnv T^ °;
(c) AI >- A2 at p.
Then:
(i) 5 - ( A i , y ) + ^ ( A i , y ) < 5 - ( A 2 , V ) + ^ ( A 2 ^ )
and the natural morphism
HkRnom^^(M^)p —— H^Hom^^M^p
is injective for k = s~{A-^,V) + ^(Ai,V).
Assume moreover:

(d) 5-(Ai,y)+^(Ai,y)=5-(A2,y)+^(A2,y);
(e) y?TAi =y7TA2.
Then:
(ii) the natural morphism
RHom^^(M^)p —— RHom^^(M^)p
is an isomorphism.

We notice that THEOREM 11.1 was proved by [SKK] and [KS2] when
A = T^nC71, and by [D'AZ2] in the general case. A particular case of
Theorem 11.2 (i) is treated in [TU] by different methods.
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In proving these results we follow here the same line as in [KS2].
Proof of Theorems 11.1 and 11.2. — Denote by £x the sheaf of finite
order microdifferential operators on T*X. Let %:T*X —> T*X be a
complex contact transformation as in (8.1)'. Since the left coherent Exmodule Sx-M = Sx 0^-ip 'K~^M. is simply characteristic along V, it
follows from [SKK], [Tr] that ^(Sx^i) is the £x -module associated to
the de Rham system relative to /, i.e.

^{£xM)^£x/£x(D^...^Di)
for a choice of local complex coordinates {z) = ( ^ i , . . . , ^ n ) on X at
x ' = 7Tx(x{p)) sucn tnat /(^) = (^+1? • • • ^n) (where Dj denotes the
holomorphic derivative with respect to Zj).
LEMMA 11.3.— With the previous notations, there is the following chain
of isomorphisms

(11.1)

X^om^^(M^),
^^om(AM,J~10Y)^}
^^hom(/^AM,,Oy),[l]
^ ^hom(A^,^y)Jl - s-(M^V) - 6(M^V)].

Proof of Lemma 11.3. — We will prove each isomorphism separately.
(i) The third isomorphism is a consequence of PROPOSITION 6.1.
(ii) The second isomorphism in (11.1) is proved by the following chain
of isomorphisms (for k 6 Z):
^hon^AM,,/-1^)? ^ HomD^^AM,,/-1^])
^ HomD.(^)v (AM, , f^pOY[k\)
^ Hom^(y,,)A (/.^AM, , OYW)
^Hk^om(f^pAM^OY)^
where the microlocal inverse image /« 1 which is defined similarly to
/^' p , is in this case isomorphic to /- , since / is smooth. The third
isomorphism here is the adjunction isomorphism for microlocal images
(cf. [KS3, Prop. 6.1.8]).
(iii) We will prove the first isomorphism in two different ways, interesting on their own.
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a) By the remark preceding PROPOSITION 5.4, we know that CT*Mj x
is well denned in the derived category of fjc-modules, and hence so is
CAJ ^ X^CT^ x (even if this structure is not canonical). We may then
write
X* RHom^i^ {M,CA,) ^ X* RHom^ (^X.M,CA,)
^RHom^(8xMo^CT^x)
^ ^hom(AM, [-1], RHom^^ (M^ Ox))
^^hom(AM,•,rl<^y)[l].

b) To explain the second approach, let us assume that
M^Vx/VxP^
where P is a single partial differential operator (and hence i = 1). The
general case of a coherent module M is treated similarly by taking a local
free resolution.
Recall (cf. [KS2, Ch. 10]) that there is a natural ring homomorphism
(11-2)

8x,p —— HomD.^) {Ox^ Ox)

which is compatible with quantized contact transformations.
Applying the functor RHom^-i^^^1^)^^) to the exact sequence
0 -> Vx -^ ^x —>M —> 0,
we get the distinguished triangle
RUom^^M^} -.CA, ^.CA, ^
in the derived category of TT^VX -modules. The complex
RHom^^M^,)
may then be considered as the third term of a distinguished triangle for
the morphism CA, -p-^ CA, in D^r*^;?).
Assume that the operator P <E T>x is transformed by ^ to a differential
operator {i.e. assume X^x/^x P) ^ ^ x / ^ x Q for a differential operator
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Q G Px). Then the third term of a distinguished triangle associated
to CT^ x —^ CT^ x is given by the complex
RUom^^ (px/^Dx Q, CT^X).

This last complex, as claimed, is in turn isomorphic to the complex
X.^Hom^^(M^). D
End of the proof of Theorem 11.1. — This is an immediate consequence
of LEMMA 11.3. []
End of the proof of Theorem 11.2. — By Remark 4.5 (ii) we know that
AI + %Ai D As + i\'2. Since
W, V) - W, V) = cod^^ p n (As + zA^),

the estimate s-(A^V) + 6{A^V) < 5-(A2,Y) + 6(K^V) follows from
LEMMA 1.7 and PROPOSITION 1.2. If the inequality is strict, the injectivity
of the morphism in (i) of THEOREM 11.2 is trivial; otherwise, if equality
holds, it is a consequence of THEOREM 7.1.
(ii) follows also from THEOREM 7.1 by observing that hypothesis (e)
implies (with the usual notations) T^ Y = T^r Y. Q
REMARK 11.4. — It is clear that, if for the given Lagrangian manifolds Ay (j = 1 , 2 ) the complexes CA, are well defined in the derived
category of ^x-modules, then in THEOREMS 11.1, 11.2 we can consider
simply characteristic ^-modules instead of Pjc-modules (i.e. systems of
microdifferential equations).
11.2 Microlocal boundary value problems.—We shall now apply
our general theorem to the case of boundary value problems.
DEFINITION 11.5. — Let M c X be a real analytic submanifold,
and let ^ c M be an open subset with real analytic boundary 6'. Let
p C S XM T^X and assume that ip ^ T^X, and that d(\M ,\ox) =
d(\s^ox) =: d (in other words, assume that T^S and T^X are real type
Lagrangian manifolds with T^X > T^X). According to [S2], consider the
complex in D°(r*X;p) of microfunctions at the boundary
C^/x = ^om{AQ[d],Ox) ^ or M I X '
Write also CM/X and C s / x instead of CT^X and CT^X respectively.
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Notice that Hk(C^/x}p = 0 for k < 0. In fact this follows by applying
THEOREM 5.6 to the distinguished triangle

^ s / x —^ CM/X —^ C^/x ——> •
THEOREM 11.6. — Let M. be a left coherent T>x -module with simple
characteristics along an £-codimensional complex analytic regular involutive submanifold V ofT^X. Let f^ be as in Definition 11.5, and assume
(a) the intersections T^X H V and T^X D V are clean at p;
(b) ^[T^xnT^xny^OThen, with notations (3.7), for k < s~(M ,V) + 6(M ,V) we have:

H^Hom^^M^/^^O.
If moreover

(d) s-(My) + 6(My) = s-(s^v) + ^,y),
(e) T^xn v = r^xn y,
^/ien:
R^om^i^(^,^/^)^=0.

Proof. — Setting Ai = T^X and As = T^X, this is a corollary of
THEOREM 11.2. []
REMARK 11.7. —If M is a real analytic manifold, X a complexification
of M, and S C M, then the hypothesis ^(AM^AOJC) = ^(A^.Aox) is
satisfied, and 6(M, V) = 0. In particular, THEOREM 11.6 applies to the
geometrical setting mentioned in the introduction. Moreover in this case
(i) if s~(M, V) = cod^.^ V then (d) of THEOREM 11.6 is satisfied;
(ii) if s~(M, V,p') is constant for p ' e T^X n V near p, then (d) is a
necessary condition.
EXAMPLE 11.8. — Let M be an open neighborhood of 0 in M72, and let
X C C^ be a complexification of M. Take local coordinates (z) = (x-}-iy)
in X and (x) in M at 0, and let M = Vx/^xP be the Px-module
associated to the operator
P = D^ +iz^D-2.
Let 0 C M be an open subset, and assume S = 9^1 to be defined by the
analytic equation (f) = 0 with, d^(0) ^ da-2. We will consider boundary
value problems at the microlocal point p = (O'^idx^).
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In this case, the intersections VnT^X and VnT^X are clean, and one
easily checks that d(\M, ^ox) = d(\s, \ox) = n. Moreover s~(M, V) = 1
and ^(M, V) = 0, and so we may apply COROLLARY 11.5 getting
(11.3)

^om^^ {M^/x)^ = 0.

If we make the particular choice of S being defined by the equation x\ = 0,
then VnT^X = VnT^X, and so (e) of THEOREM 11.2 is fulfilled. Since (d)
is also fulfilled, we get in this case
(11.4)

^om^^ (M^Cn/x)^ = 0.

Notice that (11.3) for S defined by x\ == 0 was already stated in [T-U].
We observe that (11.4) is equivalent to the statements
(i)

^om^i^(A^,^/x)p=0;

(ii)

8xt^^(M^s/x)p -^ £xt^^(M^M/x)p-

Moreover, since char(.A/()riT^X = 0 over x\ ^ 0 near p, one has by Sato's
fundamental theorem
(11.5)

RF^^o} Wom^^(M^CM/x)p
—^ RHom^i^{M,CM/x)p-

It follows that (11.4) is equivalent to
(11.6)

Rr^=o} Wom^^(M,C^x)p = 0.

Notice that (11.6) should be recovered using the theory of micro-support
of [KS1], [KS3]. (On the other hand, (11.5) and (11.6) should provide an
alternative proof of (11.4).)
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